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Abstract
Cognitive computing systems (CCS) are a new class of computing systems that implement more
human-like cognitive abilities. CCS are not a typical technological advancement but an
unprecedented advance toward human-like systems fueled by artificial intelligence. Such systems
can adapt to situations, perceive their environments, and interact with humans and other
technologies. Due to these properties, CCS are already disrupting established industries, such as
retail, insurance, and healthcare. As we make the case in this paper, the increasingly human-like
capabilities of CCS challenge five fundamental assumptions that we as IS researchers have held
about how users interact with IT artifacts. These assumptions pertain to (1) the direction of the userartifact relationship, (2) the artifact’s awareness of its environment, (3) functional transparency, (4)
reliability, and (5) the user’s awareness of artifact use. We argue that the disruption of these five
assumptions limits the applicability of our extant body of knowledge to CCS. Consequently, CCS
present a unique opportunity for novel theory development and associated contributions. We argue
that IS is well positioned to take this opportunity and present research questions that, if answered,
will lead to interesting, influential, and original theories.
Keywords: Cognitive Computing Systems (CCS), Intelligent Agents (IA), Artificial Intelligence
(AI), Expert Systems (ES), Assumptions, Research Agenda
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1 Introduction
Cognitive computing systems (CCS) are new types of
systems that mimic human cognitive abilities (Maresca
& Stanganelli, 2016). The capabilities are
impressive—from IBM Watson beating the world’s
best Jeopardy! player in 2011 1 to powering services
that allow businesses to digitally replace customer
service agents in 2016, CCS are clearly capable of
unprecedented feats. The consumer market for CCS
has also been booming. For example, the global market
1

A recording of the show can be found
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for smart speakers has recently exploded into a US$4.5
billion dollar industry and is expected to reach US$40
billion by 2024 (Global Market Insights Inc., 2018).
Smart speakers are just one example of CCS with
scores of other CCS applications being developed that
are slowly but surely disrupting the manifold spaces of
our daily lives (Marr, 2016). Whereas previous
technological advancements made systems more
powerful, more connected, and/or more mobile, CCS
are a uniquely disruptive advancement that aims at
making machines more human.

The Rise of Human Machines

CCS fundamentally challenge our long-held beliefs
about what falls into the realm of human ability and
what is machine capability. Fueled by advances in AI,
CCS are capable of various human feats such as
perception and learning with significant implications.
The new cognitive capabilities allow CCS to enter
domains that have remained exclusive to humans. For
instance, Amazon Alexa already allows customers to
order from Amazon’s e-commerce platform using
natural speech. No longer do users need to rely on
artificial interfaces (e.g., monitor, mouse, and
keyboard), but instead may interact with machines as
they would with other humans. This dramatically blurs
the lines between the (thus far) clear-cut fronts of
human abilities and computer capabilities.
Meanwhile, CCS disrupt our beliefs about what
machines can and cannot do; the IS literature still
maintains the traditional notion that systems are tools
with some consistent functionality that can be used by
humans to generate some outcome (Benbasat & Zmud,
2003). This tool perspective is associated with many
assumptions that dictate how we as IS researchers
think about how humans use IT artifacts and how IT
artifacts generate outcomes. For example, we generally
assume that humans use IT artifacts through an
artificial interface (e.g., a touch-enabled display), or
we assume roles that define humans as users and IT
artifacts as tools. This view, and these assumptions,
has largely not changed (Demetis & Lee, 2018).
Maybe as a consequence, an incremental research
paradigm has developed and plagued IS research
(Grover & Lyytinen, 2015).
As we make the case in this paper, CCS fundamentally
challenge these and other assumptions. We believe that
these assumptions no longer hold for systems with
more human-like capabilities, such as CCS. Humans
are not only inherently prone to anthropomorphism,
the attribution of human-like characteristics to innate
objects and animals, but human-CCS interaction can
actually resemble human interactions to an as yet
unprecedented degree. In fact, research has already
shown that humans relate to these machines more like
humans than objects (Aleksander, 2004; Lankton,
McKnight, & Tripp, 2015; Schroeder & Epley, 2016;
Waytz, Haefner, & Epley, 2014). As we argue here, the
development of CCS is the result of a clear progression
toward more human-like capabilities. CCS can thus not
be classified as a technological fad, but as machines
capable of human-like interactions. Consequently,
CCS have ushered in a paradigm change regarding
human-machine interactions, thereby rendering the
artifact-based paradigm of IS obsolete (Alter, 2015;
Demetis & Lee, 2018). The emergence of CCS opens
an entire domain of research questions that cannot yet
be answered with our existing theories. As research on
CCS enters unchartered territory, the potential
boundary conditions of our existing knowledge, tied to

key underlying assumptions we have made, present an
opportunity to develop novel theories that are
influential and interesting (Alvesson & Sandberg,
2011; Weick, 1989). We believe that IS research is
well-positioned to exploit this opportunity to generate
original theories that ultimately make a difference in
our daily interactions with CCS.
Despite increasing public and commercial interest in
CCS, research on cognitive computing remains absent
from the IS Basket journals (see Appendix A). If at all,
extant IS research has demonstrated an interest in the
underlying technologies of CCS, such as machine
learning (Greenwald, Kannan, & Krishnan, 2010; Li et
al., 2009; Mayer et al., 2014). Aside from two studies
(Aleksander, 2004; Lankton et al., 2015), the actual
implications of a system’s cognitive capabilities
remain largely unexplored. Recently, related topics
have gained some traction at our most prestigious
conferences (e.g., Rzepka & Berger, 2018;
Wuenderlich & Paluch, 2017). However, these studies
are still in the early stages of inquiry into CCS and thus
treat CCS from traditional perspectives or as an
isolated technological instantiation (e.g., as
conversational agents). A fundamental understanding
of how CCS differ from preceding systems and how
CCS’ human-like capabilities question the
applicability of our existing knowledge base is missing
but needed if IS scholars want to take advantage of this
unique opportunity to develop novel, impactful
theories.
Against this backdrop, we discuss the singular
opportunity that CCS presents to IS research.
Specifically, we discuss the novel capabilities and
characteristics of CCS and investigate why CCS
represent a permanent, progressive development.
Then, we discuss how the unique capabilities of CCS
challenge five traditional IS assumptions, rooted in
discussions about assumptions underlying research
(Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011) about the user-IT artifact
interaction and subsequently illustrate how
challenging these assumptions requires the
development of new theories that render existing ones
inapplicable. To aid the development of novel theories
on CCS-specific phenomena, we propose several
research questions that we believe will be of interest in
the future. We thus hope to break ground for IS
research to leverage this unique opportunity for
conducting research that will ultimately impact the
lives of individuals, organizations, and society.

2 Background
2.1 The Emergence of CCS
CCS represent the culmination of a long tradition
devoted to creating machine capabilities (Figure 1)
equivalent to or better than human abilities in certain
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areas (Rich & Knight, 1991). Early efforts exploited
computers’ superior processing speed and memory
systems to create machines that would be better at
retaining and aggregating data. As such, decision
support systems (DSS) were developed, referring to
systems that employ “decision rules and models,
coupled with an extensive database” (Turban &
Watkins, 1986, p. 122). DSS allowed decision makers
to query systems to produce factual information in the
form of aggregated data, reports, or even charts
(Turban & Watkins, 1986). However, it was still up to
the decision makers to draw the inferences from those
data. Thus, the next step in the development of
machine capabilities was to devise reasoning
capabilities. Consequently, expert systems (ES) were
developed, which are systems that allow for
“propagating inferences over the knowledge base”
(Turban & Watkins, 1986, p. 122). The reasoning of
expert systems allowed ES to mimic human experts
(Turban & Watson, 1988) by providing explanations
for given recommendations.
Research on DSS and ES dominated early IS research
up until 1996 (Nevo, Nevo, & Ein-Dor, 2008) at which
point several problematic issues with these systems
became clear. Despite their technological capabilities
and economic success, many of these systems were
quickly abandoned by users (Gill, 1995). One of the
key challenges was that these systems required
structured information to interface with human users
(Sviokla, 1990). Thus, humans had to adapt to the
systems to formulate information and problems in
ways that the computer would understand (Paradice &
Courtney, 1987). As it turns out, this was problematic
because users often did not provide adequate data
(Kopsco, Pipino, & Rybolt, 1988) and thus the systems

often arrived at different conclusions than their human
users (Paradice & Courtney, 1987). Consequently,
these systems were gradually abandoned because they
relied on uncooperative users.
The next development of machine capabilities
empowered systems to operate autonomously from
users. To that end, intelligent agents (IA) were
developed, referring to a software that “acts
‘intelligently’ and ‘in the place of’ a human to perform
a given task” (March, Hevner, & Ram, 2000, p. 334).
With the power to autonomously react to and stimulate
their environments (Russell & Norvig, 2010),
intelligent agents were no longer reliant on human
decision makers. Rather, intelligent agents could now
autonomously serve human purposes. For example,
some research investigated the utility of IA for placing
bids in auction markets (Adomavicius, Gupta, &
Zhdanov, 2009), facilitating interorganizational
meetings (Glezer, 2003), and identifying the malicious
intentions of border-crossing individuals (Nunamaker
et al., 2011).
The aggregation of all of these capabilities meant that
machines were capable of knowing, reasoning, and
autonomously (re)acting. With these capabilities,
machines possess significant human-like abilities.
However, machines still suffered from the caveat that
they were inherently reliant on structured data input,
making it difficult for users to interact with them. Thus,
logically, in the pursuit to build human-like computers,
it became evident that machines needed capabilities
that would allow them to make sense of their
unstructured environments. In other words, they
required cognitive capabilities.

CSS
Perceiving

Cognitive
capabilities

Human-like
capabilities

IA

Acting
ES
Reasoning
DSS
Knowing

t
Figure 1. Progression of Machine Capabilities
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Table 1. Characteristics of CCS
Characteristic

Description from the CCS Consortium

Example of a CCS

(1) Adaptive

They must learn as information changes and as goals and
requirements evolve. They must resolve ambiguity and tolerate
unpredictability. They must be engineered to feed on dynamic data
in real time or near real time.

Google Maps changes its best
route recommendations based on
real-time traffic information.

(2) Interactive

They must interact easily with users so that users can define their
needs comfortably. They may also interact with other processors,
devices, and cloud services.

Amazon Alexa interacts using
natural language.

(3) Iterative and
stateful

They must aid in defining a problem by asking questions or
finding additional source input if a problem statement is
ambiguous or incomplete. They must “remember” previous
interactions in a process and return information that is suitable for
the specific application at that point in time.

Microsoft Cortana can identify
problems when creating a new
event, Apple’s Siri will ask for
missing information.

(4) Contextual

They must understand, identify, and extract contextual elements,
such as meaning, syntax, time, location, appropriate domain,
regulations, user’s profile, process, task, and goal. They may draw
on multiple sources of information, including both structured and
unstructured digital information, as well as sensory inputs (visual,
gestural, auditory, or sensor-provided).

Apple’s Siri incorporates
contextual information; for
example, when users search for
restaurants, the result will be
dependent on the users’ location.

Cognitive capabilities were achieved with recent
advances in artificial intelligence that allow machines
to perceive their environments Traditionally,
processing unstructured data such as text documents
and audio-visual inputs has been understood as an
exclusively human ability. However, with the
development of more powerful machine learning
techniques, machines have finally become capable of
clustering, classifying, and making sense of the
unstructured data that describe the world in which we
live. To CCS, pictures, speech, and texts are
comprehensible. These cognitive capabilities of CCS
rely on a combination of new and existing capabilities
(Figure 1). Theories of cognitive architecture, such as
Soar, prescribe that for systems to have cognitive
capabilities, they must have components that provide
memory, reasoning, action, and perceptive capabilities
(Laird, Newell, & Rosenbloom, 1987). CSS are the
first systems to possess all of these and are thus the first
generation of machines with cognitive capabilities.
The cognitive capabilities of CCS present a clear
progressive development that has resulted in
continuous additions to an existing capability base. As
such, the current capability base renders machines now
capable of cognition. This level of capability is
permanent; as such, CCS represent enduring
phenomena. At this point, there is no reason to believe
that human beings will abandon their ability to create
machines with cognitive capabilities enabling the
capacity to process unstructured data and interact in a
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Member organizations include BA-Insight, Babson College,
Basis Technology, Cognitive Scale, CustomerMatrix,
Decision Resources, Ektron, Google, HP Autonomy, IBM,

more human-like fashion. On the contrary, these
unique capabilities will allow CCS to enter even more
domains of human life. Although CCS may not replace
each and every technology that we currently employ, it
is certain that CCS are here to stay.

2.2 The Interactive Characteristics of
CCS
With these cognitive capabilities, CCS mimic humanlike abilities at an unprecedented level. As defined by
the Cognitive Computing Consortium (2014), 2 CCS
are systems that are (1) adaptive, as they must learn
from changing information, goals, and requirements;
(2) interactive, as they must interact with humans and
other systems easily; (3) iterative and stateful, as they
must be able to further narrow down a problem until
understood and must remember previous interactions;
and (4) contextual, as they must consider contextual
elements (Table 1).

3 Challenging Assumptions
It is precisely these characteristics that enable CCS to
engage in new types of user-system-environment
interactions. We argue that these new types of
interactions break with the traditional assumptions that
we as IS researchers have held about user-system
interactions. Because CCS challenge these
assumptions, they afford IS the opportunity to create
influential and, ultimately, interesting original theories

Microsoft/Bing, Next Era Research, Oracle, Pivotal, SAS.
Saxena Foundation, Synthexis, and Textwise/IP.com.
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(cf. Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011; Bartunek, Rynes, &
Duane Ireland, 2006). To that end, it is necessary to
understand how the new interactions challenge
existing assumptions that have guided the inquiry into
IS phenomena. However, delineating existing
assumptions is difficult because existing assumptions
are rarely formulated in the literature; consequently,
they are rarely disputed or actively discussed
(Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011). To attempt identifying,
articulating, and challenging the preexisting
assumptions that have governed IS research, we follow
the recommendations of Alvesson and Sandberg
(2011). We first begin by describing the traditional
research paradigm on user-system interactions and
then contrast it against an IS-external perspective to
identify and articulate the existing assumptions.

3.1 Traditional View and Assumptions
For decades, technologies such as DSS, ES, and IA
have been viewed as tools. The tool perspective is
embodied in the terms “IT artifact” or “technology
artifact,” defining technology as “a human-created tool
whose raison d’être is to be used to solve a problem,
achieve a goal or serve a purpose that is human
defined, human perceived or human felt” (Lee et al.,
2015, p. 8, emphasis added). Figure 2 illustrates this
perspective. According to this tool perspective, IS
scholars were compelled to study how the use of IT
artifacts would lead to impacts (Benbasat & Zmud,
2003). Thus, a user would use (A) artifacts to impact
(B) some outcome, similar to how a gardener’s use of
garden shears would lead to trimmed hedges.
Notwithstanding that this perspective has recently been
challenged (Alter, 2015; Demetis & Lee, 2018; Lee,
Thomas, & Baskerville, 2015), its basic assumptions
about how IS scholars think about user interactions
with IT artifacts remain intact.
To discern these assumptions, we turn to the basic
model of human-computer interaction (Norman, 1986;
1988). Figure 3 shows an adapted version of the basic
human-computer interaction model using IS
terminology. In this model, users interact with IT
artifacts through an artificial interface. Through this
interface, the interaction develops through the user
providing some input to the IT artifact and the IT
artifact returning some output to the user.
Over decades of studying user-artifact interaction
using this model, researchers have developed several
implicit assumptions based on expectations that relate
to the user, artifact, and the interaction between the
two, as defined by interfaces that facilitate the
exchange of inputs and outputs (Table 2). Specifically,
we believe that various IS research areas have made
assumptions with regard to who typically holds the role
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of the user (Assumption 1), who defines the inputs to a
system (Assumption 2), how a system produces
outcomes (Assumption 3), whether humans can
understand how systems arrive at these outcomes
(Assumption 4), and whether there is always a
computer interface between humans and systems
(Assumption 5). Alvesson and Sandberg (2011)
suggest that assumptions can range in scope from inhouse assumptions to field assumptions. While inhouse assumptions are shared by a specific school of
thought, field assumptions are shared across multiple
schools of thought and sometimes even across
paradigms and academic disciplines. In the following
sections, we will show how each assumption is shared
across multiple IS research streams, in which case they
constitute field assumptions. Moreover, for each of
these assumptions, we will also make the case that the
unique capabilities of CCS render these assumptions
obsolete.

3.2 Assumption 1: Unilateral
Relationship between User and
Artifact
The first assumption of IS research in this model of
user-artifact interaction is that there is a human user
and that there is a clear uniliteral relationship between
the user and the artifact, as evident in the term “user.”
This assumption is prevalent in the IS field. For
example, in system use research, scholars explore the
use of IT by individuals, groups, and organizations
(Straub, Limayem, & Karahanna, 1995) and in privacy
research, scholars study when and how users disclose
information to systems (e.g., Chen & Sharma, 2013;
Lowry, Cao, & Everard, 2011; Smith, Dinev, & Xu,
2011).
CSS break this assumption because they are
interactive. The capability of CCS to easily interact
with users allows CCS to use them for their own
purposes. Thus, CCS are no longer simple tools and
users are no longer simple users. Rather, CCS and
users form complex systems in which artifacts use
users to achieve their objectives (Alter, 2015; Demetis
& Lee, 2018). This does not mean that CCS are no
longer tools that serve a given purpose, but that CCS
are no longer tools to the users but active agents that
may act in their own interests. Examples of how users
can be used by machines to achieve their objectives
include Twitter bots that autonomously create content
and shape public opinion (Markoff, 2017) and robot
callers that call citizens to defraud them of their
savings (Kiro, 2018). Thus, in contrast to the widely
held assumption that artifacts are tools to users, users
might also be tools to CCS (Demetis & Lee, 2018).

The Rise of Human Machines

User

A: uses

IT artifact

Outcomes

B: impacts

Figure 2. Traditional “Tool” View on User-Artifact Interaction

Assumption 3:
Consistent computing
IT artifact

Artifical
interface

Assumption 2:
Humans define
the input

Assumption 4:
Outcomes can
be verified
Assumption 5:
There is an
artificial
interface

User
Assumption 1:
Humans are users
Figure 3. Assumptions of User-Artifact Interaction

Table 2. How CCS Challenge IS Assumptions
Assumption
label

Scope

1. Humans are users

Unliteral
relationship

Field assumption (e.g.,
system adoption, privacy)

Interactive

Input

2. The developer defines the
inputs

Ignorance of
environment

Field assumption (e.g.,
system adoption, privacy,
communication)

Adaptive, interactive

Computation

3. IT artifact use leads to
consistent outcomes

Functional
consistency

Field assumption (e.g., IS
success, IT governance, IS
development)

Adaptive

Output

4. The way the tool derives its
outcomes is comprehensible
and can be verified

Functional
transparency

Field assumption (e.g.,
recommendation systems, IS
development)

Contextual, adaptive

Interface

5. There is an artificial interface

Awareness of
use

Field assumption (e.g.,
privacy, service science)

Interactive, iterative
and stateful, and
context aware

Element

IS Assumption

User

Challenged by CCS
characteristic
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3.3 Assumption 2: Artifacts’ Ignorance of
the Environment
The second assumption of IS research is that machines
are generally isolated from their environments. This is
evident in that most machines only generate outcomes
in machine-specific environments (Demetis & Lee,
2018). For example, the direct outcomes of using an
ERP system are mainly the manipulation of data and
sometimes the generation of instructions capable of
manipulating shop floor machinery. Another example
would be the use of SPSS, the direct outputs of which
would be constrained to the laptop or desktop
environment. Further, machines are also generally
unable to receive inputs from their environments unless
explicitly enabled to do so. The only inputs that systems
typically receive are from human-computer interfaces,
sensors, or other computer interfaces. These interfaces
are highly specific in terms of what information is
received. Overall, the general notion is that systems
operate in ignorance of their environments.
CCS challenge this assumption because they are
adaptive and interactive. By being capable of adapting
to changing information or by reacting to interactions,
CCS can be stimulated by their environments. This
argument is best illustrated by Demetis and Lee (2018),
who describe how autonomous selling algorithms
interacted with each other to lead to the 2010 Dow Jones
Flash Crash. Demetis and Lee (2018) thus argue that
some systems can generate outcomes and recursively
react to themselves. Further, CCS can process
unspecific input—that is, any kind of video or audio
data. These rich, unspecific input streams can provide
CCS with information that was not previously specified
by its developers. A prominent example is a recent case
in which Amazon Alexa served as a witness to a murder
(Whittaker, 2018). Other examples include Alexa
ordering goods from Amazon after hearing its name on
TV (Liptak, 2017). Thus, CCS break with this
assumption because of their general capability to react
to their environments.

3.4 Assumption 3: Functional Consistency
The third assumption of IS research is that the
functionality of systems is directed by software owners
and vendors. Using that logic, research has studied the
external events that trigger organizations to expand the
functional base of their digital infrastructures (e.g.,
Henfridsson & Bygstad, 2013) and how platform
vendors control the evolution of their software products
(Tiwana, Konsynski, & Bush, 2010). Because IS
research sees systems as exhibiting stable functionality,
functional deficiencies are mostly attributed to IT
governance weaknesses (e.g., Benaroch & Chernobai,
2017). Thus, whether systems function as anticipated is
largely a product of functional fit (Goodhue &
Thompson, 1995) and utilization (Devaraj & Kohli,
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2003). Due to the assumed stability of function, studies
have placed a single system in different (e.g., cultural)
contexts to explore context effects (e.g., Lowry et al.,
2011).
In contrast to this assumption, CCS are adaptive. This
trait, enabled by machine learning, obscures the
assessment of their functional reliability. Through
normal operation alone (i.e., learning from increasing
amounts of data and receiving feedback), CCS acquire
new functionalities—functionalities that are enabled by
connections between thousands of artificial neurons
spanning a network of dependencies that humans cannot
truly understand. A DARPA director has hence labeled
current advances statistically impressive but
individually unreliable (Launchbury, 2017). An
example of such adaptive behavior of a CCS would be
Tay, a chat bot developed and deployed by Microsoft,
that turned racist in less than 24 hours, based only on
interactions it had with human counterparts (Vincent,
2016). Although this problem already persists with
systems that operate in controlled environments (e.g.,
only feed on selected training data), the issue is likely to
be more significant as CCS become exposed to
unprecedented data streams that enable new and
unforeseen behaviors.

3.5 Assumption 4: Functional
Transparency
The fourth assumption of IS research relates to the
transparency of the tool’s functionality. The common
assumption is that users are biased (i.e., cognitively
biased) but that artifacts are largely objective under the
conditions of their programming (e.g., Paradice &
Courtney, 1986). As such, artifacts derive their
outcomes from a combination of logical rules and
mathematical operations. The capability of machines to
calculate correctly when given accurate and unbiased
information is thus a key driver of trust in technology
(Lankton, McKnight, & Thatcher, 2014). Researchers in
the decision support systems (DSS) literature anticipate
that the logical inferences drawn by systems such as
expert systems create unbiased recommendations for
users (Paradice & Courtney, 1987; Remus &
Kottemann, 1986). Along those lines, they have even
proposed a system to logically validate the biased
knowledge of expert managers (Paradice & Courtney,
1986).
More importantly, CCS break with this assumption
because they are contextual and adaptive. In order to
achieve that adaptability, their protocol of calculation
has shifted from deterministic (i.e., being programmed
to calculate if-then clauses) to probabilistic (i.e., training
neural networks to choose the most likely accurate
answer). Thus, the results derived from a CCS system
are derived from complex statistical models.
Consequentially, CCS can incorporate many contextual
factors without the knowledge of developers and users.

The Rise of Human Machines

This implies that understanding how a CCS arrives at its
outcomes is often not easily comprehensible. There
have been extreme cases in which substantive biases in
training data have caused surprising yet outrageous
outcomes that are not in line with the concept of correct
computing. For example, a Google algorithm
consistently classified black people as gorillas, an effect
based on the biased training set of white engineers (Barr,
2015). Other algorithms drawn from training data have
developed a sexist view of women, as pictures depict
women in kitchens more often than men (Simonite,
2017). The New York Times speaks of AI’s “white guy
problem.”3 The issue is not trivial. The related scientific
discipline speaks of a “black box” problem
(Castelvecchi, 2016; Russell & Norvig, 2010) and
illustrates that such systems may behave in unexpected
ways. Indeed, the unpredictability of AI-based systems
is a key problem that DARPA and other research
institutions are trying to solve (Launchbury, 2017;
Robertson, 2017). Thus, unlike deterministic
computing, CCS are inherently challenged in delivering
the intended results. Although there is currently a lull in
DSS research, it might experience a revival as CCS
become increasingly important for health diagnostic
purposes such as cancer detection and treatment (Metz,
2017).

more authentic because CCS are iterative and stateful,
capabilities that allow CCS to ask questions to specify a
problem and remember previous answers. Finally, by
considering context factors (e.g., time, location), CCS
may render it substantially more difficult for human
users to differentiate a CCS from a human agent—a fact
that has recently been unwittingly demonstrated by
Georgia Tech students who interacted with an online bot
believing it was a teaching assistant (Etzioni, 2017).
Beyond chat, other service providers already sell voiceenabled solutions (e.g., IBM Watson Virtual Agent or
Nuance Conversational Interactive Voice Response).
Although this scenario remains rare, since Alan Turing,
computer scientists have long held the goal of creating
capabilities that would make it impossible to
differentiate an intelligent machine from a human being.
With a projected uptake in CCS capabilities, we expect
that such cases will become increasingly common.
Especially for computer-mediated channels, such as
service chat bots or voice calls, CCS can operate
hidden—without users’ knowledge of their presence.
Thus, the prevailing assumption that users are aware and
know when they are using artifacts is becoming
increasingly obsolete.

3.6 Assumption 5: Users’ Awareness of
Artifact Use

The five challenged assumptions are of great importance
to IS research, as they pertain to the very nature of IS
inquiry: the study of the development, use, and
management of IS. As such, these field assumptions
have been the keystones to many of the most influential
scientific advancements in IS: for example, whether
scholars theorized about system success (e.g., Delone &
McLean, 2003), adoption (e.g., Venkatesh, Morris,
Davis, & Davis, 2003) or computer-mediated
communication (e.g., Dennis, Fuller, & Valacich, 2008),
their work has been based on the conventional wisdom
that systems are tools and humans are users
(Assumption 1), that systems are generally unaware of
their environments (Assumption 2), that systems are
functionally consistent (Assumption 3), that systems
operate as expected (Assumption 4), and that human
users are aware of their interactions with systems
(Assumption 5). Thus, these field assumptions have,
over time, established themselves as truths because the
artifacts under study did not change dramatically (see
Nevo et al., 2008).

The fifth assumption of IS research relates to user
awareness. To date, research has assumed that users are
aware that they are using an artifact because they are
interacting with a machine-specific, artificial interface.
This assumption is foundational to several IS research
streams. Consider, for example, the technology
acceptance stream (for an overview, see Venkatesh,
Thong, & Xu, 2016) that builds on users’ perceptions of
technological characteristics, or SERVQUAL (Devaraj,
Fan, & Kohli, 2002; Jiang, Klein, & Carr, 2002; Pitt,
Watson, & Kavan, 1997) that builds on the foundational
assumption that users are aware of their service use to
form perceptions of service quality. Similarly, in
privacy research, information disclosure is often studied
from a rational choice perspective, i.e., privacy calculus
(Smith et al., 2011), through examining what users
choose to disclose (Anderson & Agarwal, 2011;
Krasnova et al., 2010). This assumes that users know
what they are using and disclosing. Overall, the current
research paradigm assumes that users use of artifacts is
intentional and deliberate.
This assumption is challenged by the CCS ability to
authentically mimic human-like interactions. By being
interactive, CCS can engage in human-like back-andforth conversations. These conversations seem even

4 Implications for IS Research

Generally, whenever one of these assumptions has been
previously challenged, the resulting papers have been
deemed interesting and influential and published in our
most prestigious journals. Examples include Orlikowski
and Scott (2008), Riemer and Johnston (2017), Carter
and Grover (2015), and Demetis and Lee (2018), who
challenged the unilateral relationship between users and

3
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systems; and Liu, Santhanam, & Webster (2017) and
Polites and Karahanna (2013), who challenged the
assumption that users are necessarily aware of their
interactions with systems using gamified immersive
experiences or habituated use. However, these papers all
challenge one or more of the delineated assumptions
based on specific contexts (e.g., organizational systems
use or hedonic video games) but never because of a
major technological advancement.

4.1 Implications for Existing Theories
CCS challenge all of the aforementioned assumptions at
once: CCS present a break with the incremental mode of
technological advancement by advancing machines
with a new kind of capability, cognition. It is beyond the
scope of this paper to identify all the theories and
research streams that are affected by this paradigm
change. Nevertheless, the implications are dramatic. We
discuss an example as a means of sparking further dialog
in different steams: Consider the concept of computer
self-efficacy (CSE), which is a key construct in IS
research, and also an adaptation of reference theory
(Bandura, 1977). The paper contextualizing general
CSE by Compeau and Higgins (1995) is among the most
cited papers in IS research and CSE has been shown to
determine perceived ease of use (Agarwal,
Sambamurthy, & Stair, 2000; Venkatesh, 2000), a core
component of one of the most influential IS theories
(Moody, Iacob, & Amrit, 2010). In fact, many
influential theories use some sort of contextualized selfefficacy construct to capture an individual’s ability to
engage with and use systems—for example, Agarwal
and Karahanna (2000) use self-efficacy in their study
that underpins the current emerging stream of
gamification, and Liang and Xue (2009) build on selfefficacy in their security threat avoidance model.
Yet for CCS, this core concept is irrelevant: self-efficacy
is grounded in the assumption that individuals face
systems and make judgments about their ability to
perform a specific behavior within a specific system
(i.e., to complete a task). However, for CCS, the user
might not even be aware of their system use and their
system use might be driven by the system’s efficacy to
facilitate an interaction. For instance, the Georgia Tech
students did not consider their abilities to use a selfservice system even for a moment when they were
chatting with what they thought to be their teaching
assistant (Etzioni, 2017). Moreover, if they were aware,
using a CCS requires only the (minimal) skill of using
natural language—written or spoken. How can selfefficacy be of primary concern when system use
becomes as simple as ordering a pizza over the phone?
Evidently, if system use for CCS often just means the
ability to speak, then CSE is irrelevant to CCS research.
The downstream implications of changes in field
assumptions can be dramatic: when core concepts such
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as CSE become obsolete, then related theories lose their
predictive power or even their validity. To expose this
radical shift in perspective, consider the implications of
challenging this assumption for some of the core IS
theories: the technology acceptance model (TAM)
(Venkatesh et al., 2016) or SERVQUAL (a theory of
service quality borrowed from marketing) (Jiang et al.,
2002; Pitt et al., 1997). Without users needing to
consciously think about their system use, how useful is
the concept of ease of use for TAM? How valid is the
contextualization of SERVQUAL to information
systems? Moreover, how can we even study CCS use
intentions?
Evidently, the implications of challenging just one
assumption are vast. However, the disruption of the
institutionalized line of reasoning holds wide-ranging
implications (Sandberg & Alvesson, 2010): any theory,
concept, or method developed based on these legacy
assumptions may not be applicable to CCS and, at the
very least, require reevaluation. Thus, CCS provide an
abundance of opportunities for IS research to
reconceptualize and reevaluate existing phenomena in
light of this new technology. An example is Lankton et
al.’s study (2015), which recontextualized the trust-intechnology construct to more human-like systems. With
five basic assumptions of human-system interaction
being challenged, ample further research is needed to
understand the specific implications for existing
knowledge in various domains.

4.2 CCS: A Unique Opportunity for Novel
Theorizing
More importantly, the new modes of CCS-user
interaction create a space for the creation of novel,
original theories. While reevaluating existing theories
will only help to answer old questions in light of this
new technology, CCS pose an entirely new set of
problems to the scientific community that, with our
current knowledge, cannot be answered. One could
argue that CCS is a phenomenon in which normal
science ends and a paradigm shift occurs (Kuhn, 2012).
While much of our extant knowledge was developed in
a paradigm that focused on how IT can add value to
organizations, we now live in an age in which such
problems are well understood. Virtually any business
recognizes the value of IT. In contrast, CCS ring in a
new age of more human-like systems that bring about an
unprecedented set of challenges. Never before have
machines spoken like humans, driven cars, or identified
pedestrians jaywalking. In recognizing the unique
characteristics of CCS, IS research has the opportunity
to expand its focus beyond questions like “How can IT
increase the bottom line of an organization?” toward
questions that probe how more human-like systems
change the way we work, drive, collaborate, create,
innovate, and live.
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Table 3. Directions for CCS-Specific Theorizing
CCS assumption

Theoretical gap

Research question

1. Bilateral relationships

Bilateral relationships open new avenues
for CCS-based persuasion and
collaboration research.

RQ1: How can CCS effectively persuade people to
follow system advice and orders?
RQ2: What are the effects of CCS advice on
individuals?
RQ3: How can individuals and groups effectively
collaborate with CCS?
RQ4: What are the prerequisites of successful userCCS collaboration?

2. Awareness of the
environment

3. Functional adaptivity

Awareness of the physical and digital
environment creates new possibilities for
CCS-based augmentation and
surveillance.

RQ5: How can CCS effectively augment human
decision-making?

Functional adaptivity creates new
opportunities for CCS to adapt their
behavior.

RQ7: What will be the key outcomes (positive and
negative) of functional adaptivity in different
contexts? (e.g., increase in user satisfaction,
productivity, reliance)

RQ6: What are the effects of subjection to CCS-based
surveillance on individuals and society?

RQ8: What extent of functional adaptivity will be
desirable for CCS to satisfy the dual outcomes of
system and user success?
4. Functional opacity

Functional opacity affects the economics
of developing CCS and how humans rely
on and trust CCS.

RQ9: What are the economics of CCS development?
RQ10: When can humans safely rely on CCS?
RQ11: How can CCS foster humans’ trust?

5. Unawareness of use

Humans’ potential unawareness of use
creates new phenomena around CCS
deception and substitution of humans.

RQ12: How can CCS effectively deceive humans?
RQ13: When will it be beneficial for CCS to keep
users unaware of their system use, and when will it be
detrimental?
RQ14: What are the effects of substituting humans
with CCS on individuals, organizations, and society?

CCS present unique opportunities for IS research to
escape the dogma of gap-spotting (Alvesson &
Sandberg, 2011) and scripted research (Grover &
Lyytinen, 2015) that consumes more from reference
theories than it contributes back to other disciplines
(Polites & Watson, 2009). Indeed, its cognitive
capabilities situate CCS in unchartered territory
between scientific inquiry into humans (e.g.,
psychology, sociology, medicine) and inquiry into
technology (e.g., computer science, engineering). We
believe that IS is ideally positioned to take a lead into
the inquiry of CCS because it draws from both worlds.
By answering basic questions, such as when humans
will start trusting CCS recommendations, IS could
make unprecedented contributions to high-impact
fields such as medicine (e.g., CCS as diagnosis and
treatment systems), finance, and politics (e.g., CCS as
advisors). Since practice is already engaging in
realizing such endeavors, we call upon IS researchers

to embrace this new technology, critically scrutinize
the underlying assumptions of what is new, and engage
in paradigm-breaking research.

5 CCS Research Directions
We have challenged five assumptions on the grounds
that we previously assumed that systems function in a
certain way; however, because of the new capabilities
of CCS, they may now (also) function in other ways.
Consequently, it is necessary to update the traditional
assumptions to more adequately reflect the new
capabilities and characteristics of CCS. This means
that it may be necessary to relax the assumptions that
are, in the case of CCS, too restrictive (e.g., that users
are humans, that interaction is facilitated via an
artificial interface, or that users are always aware of
their system use) or modify the assumptions that are
based on presuppositions that do not apply to CCS
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(e.g., that a systems’ functionality is consistent and
transparent). Relaxing and modifying such
assumptions not only changes the boundary conditions
of our existing theories (Busse, Kach, & Wagner,
2017), as discussed in the previous section, but also
widens the landscape of phenomena that can be studied
within the context of CCS. This creates theoretical
gaps that present unique opportunities for future
research. The following discussion illustrates some of
the theoretical gaps and research opportunities that
arise based on the inadequacy of these five
assumptions for CCS and on updated assumptions
coming into play (Table 3).

5.1 Bilateral Relationships
There is a need for new theories that allow us to
understand how humans form relationships with CCS
and how these relationships allow CCS to persuade
individuals and collaborate with them. In terms of
persuasion, IS research has mainly borrowed from the
communication
literature
to
examine
the
characteristics of persuasive messages. For example,
IS research often uses the elaboration likelihood model
(Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) that explains when
arguments or peripheral message cues are more
persuasive. Another example is the often used
protection motivation theory (Rogers, 1983) that
prescribes which arguments should be included in
persuasive messages. However, these theories were
developed in the context of persuasion in which single,
isolated messages came from a single entity and were
targeted to the general public (e.g., public service
announcements). In contrast, CCS can persuade
individuals in the more powerful context of a personal
interaction. Unlike messages, CCS can engage
individuals in a bilateral dialog using human language.
Further, CCS could use personally relevant
information to tailor these messages to the individual,
just as an actual human would. Instead of generic
messages like “smoking kills,” a CCS could make intime interventions with personalized arguments, such
as “if you get lung cancer, your daughter Molly will
grow up without a mother.” There is an unprecedented
potential for CCS to persuade users to change their
behaviors in ways that could save or improve the lives
of millions. However, the extent to which CCS can be
successful with such approaches is also unknown, as
research has demonstrated the potential for user
backlash in response to strongly manipulative
messages (Shen, 2015). Since existing theories are not
equipped to guide the development of persuasive CCS
applications (e.g., for healthcare purposes), we see a
need to build new, CCS-specific theories of
persuasion. Along these lines, we suggest that future
research explore the following broad research
questions:
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RQ1: How can CCS effectively persuade people to
follow system advice and orders?
RQ2: What are the effects of CCS advice on
individuals?
Beyond persuasion, the new bidirectionality allows
CCS to collaborate with humans. This is a novel notion
for IS research because the previous paradigm has seen
systems as tools that users would use (Benbasat &
Zmud, 2003) but not collaborate with. Consequently,
IS researchers have developed models that explain
when IT use would lead to the desired outcomes.
Examples of such research are the task-technology fit
model (Goodhue & Thompson, 1995) and the IS
success model (Delone & McLean, 2003). However,
CCS can operate autonomously and thus with humans.
For example, various bots already digitally coproduce
content on Wikipedia (Young, Wigdor, & Kane,
2018). These bots are not explicitly used by humans in
the sense of a tool but are separate entities that edit,
update, and delete user-generated content. As such,
Wikipedia content is cocreated and managed
collaboratively between users and bots. The existing
theory base on IT use cannot explain when and how
these users and bots efficiently collaborate together.
With the uptake of CCS, we expect such collaborations
to become more common as it appears effective to
divide tasks between humans and machines. Hence,
there is a pressing need for new theories that can
explain how users and CCS can effectively collaborate
with each other. Initial conceptual work suggests that
collaborations will pan out in weaker or stronger forms
of symbioses (Veres, 2017). Various modes are
conceivable: from the human being in charge and CCS
being in a supporting and/or consulting role (like
current smart assistants) to some of the human
decisions being outsourced to CCS (e.g., scheduling
meetings) to the CCS being in charge and the human
being in a supporting role. Demetis and Lee (2018)
suspect that the form of collaboration will be
determined by the needs and requirements of each
technological system. Some related research has
shown that the viability of such collaborations also
depends on the emotional bond between the human and
the system (You & Lionel, 2018). We concur that
future research will need to explore these collaborative
forms as they emerge and answer research questions
such as:
RQ3: How can individuals and groups collaborate
effectively with CCS?
RQ4: What are the prerequisites of successful userCCS collaboration?

5.2 Awareness of the Environment
We further see a need for theories on augmentation and
surveillance. A key capability of CCS relates to
perceiving its physical and digital environment through
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unstructured data streams (e.g., video, audio, web
content). This capability enables unprecedented
opportunities for augmentation. Augmenting human
decision-making through the use of systems is a core
research stream in the IS field (Lyytinen & Grover,
2017; Nevo et al., 2008). To that end, IS literature has
mostly explored how systems can improve decisionmaking through supporting communications, data
availability and analysis, documentation, and
knowledge storage and provisioning (Power, 2002). In
contrast, CCS open up new possibilities to support
decision-making based on augmenting human
perceptions. For example, in the healthcare industry,
CCS can help radiologists quickly find anomalies in
MRI scans (Ahmed et al., 2017); in the banking
industry, CCS can help identify complaint patterns in
voice recordings of customer service calls. The sheer
volume of unstructured data that can be processed by
CCS greatly exceeds human abilities; thus, CCS can
identify patterns that humans cannot. Yet it remains
unknown how human decision makers will respond to
findings that they themselves cannot see. Will they
ignore them in sheer disbelief or resistance or blindly
rely on them in lieu of understanding how these patterns
emerge? Related research on expert systems suggests
that high-skilled users in particular are likely to
perceive such systems as threats (Gill, 1995). Even if
such concerns were not an issue, research on
antiphishing tools suggests that users are often reluctant
to rely on tools even when they have much greater
capabilities than the individual user (Abbasi et al.,
2015). Hence, for CCS to successfully augment human
decision-making, substantial challenges need to be
overcome. Thus, we agree with Lyytinen and Grover
(2017), who recently called for more research on how
emerging information technology can augment
decision makers, and we suggest that future research
explore the following research question:
RQ5: How can CCS effectively augment human
decision-making?
The perceptual capabilities of CCS further enable new
levels of subjection to surveillance. The phenomenon
of subjection to surveillance arises because
governments (e.g., UK, Singapore, China) have begun
to couple CCS with their surveillance systems. While
previous research has always used the working
assumption that people can choose whether to disclose
their private information, as evident in the privacy
calculus model (Smith et al., 2011), this is no longer
true. For example, in Shenzen, pedestrians are subject
to constant surveillance through CCS that
automatically recognize and punish (i.e., fine)
individuals for jaywalking (Li, 2018). Although
societies have been subjected to holistic surveillance
before (e.g., the German Democratic Republic), never
before have citizens been unwillingly subjected to
holistic computer surveillance to the extent possible

with CCS. The implications of this phenomenon remain
unexplored. In organizational information security
research, there is evidence that extensive monitoring
can increase human compliance with rules and policies
(Vance, Lowry, & Eggett, 2015); however, there is also
evidence that extensive monitoring can backfire and
lead to even more violations of rules and policies
(Lowry & Moody, 2015; Lowry et al., 2015; Posey et
al., 2011). To what extent these findings are
transferable to a societal context is still unknown,
especially when citizens’ freedom and lives are at stake.
We see a pressing need for research to explore the
effects of subjection to surveillance on individuals and
society at large and thus propose the following research
question:
RQ6: What are the effects of subjection to CCS-based
surveillance on individuals and society?

5.3 Functional Adaptivity
Because CCS can gradually learn over time from their
interactions, we see a need for new theories on CCS
adaptivity. Although previous systems could, at best,
adapt the content of their responses to meet user
preferences (Lee, Ahn, & Bang, 2011; Liang, Lai, &
Ku, 2006; Wattal et al., 2012), CCS can adapt their
functionality. This means that CCS can change their
behavior over time to achieve better outcomes. This is
a novel capability that opens up new possibilities for
creating more effective systems. Consider the potential
of functional adaptivity for healthcare: over 50% of
epilepsy patients in the UK do not take their medication
regularly or at the correct times (Epilepsy Research
UK, 2017) despite the widespread availability of
medication reminder apps and alarms. In the absence of
knowledge of how to create effective reminders, a CCS
system could provide a solution by learning the best
ways for delivering effective reminders. However, the
degree to which adaptivity is desired and effective
remains unknown. It is conceivable that too much
adaptivity may render systems inherently ineffective.
Consider, for example, a financial advisory CCS that
gradually adapts its recommendations toward the
recommendations that are most likely to be followed.
To what extent would the user benefit from hearing
recommendations that he wants to hear (e.g., you can
save money by buying more fast food) vs.
recommendations that he needs to hear (e.g., do you
really need a new TV)? Which system would be
adopted and abandoned and which system would be
successful? We expect that answering these types of
questions will have wide-ranging implications for the
development of adaptive CCS. We propose the
following research questions to provide guidance:
RQ7: What will be the key outcomes (positive and
negative) of functional adaptivity in different
contexts? (e.g., increase in user satisfaction,
productivity, reliance)
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RQ8: What extent of functional adaptivity will be
desirable for CCS to satisfy the dual outcomes
of system and user success?

5.4 Functional Opacity
The functional opacity of CCS requires new theories
of development and reliance. For the development of
previous systems and regardless of the development
methodology used (e.g., waterfall model, spiral model,
or agile), software development has generally followed
the stages of (1) development, (2) testing (of work
completed), and (3) deployment. This sequence works
well with previous technologies: because of their
deterministic nature (i.e., logic and rules), software
engineers can conceive tests for functions and features
that should always work, regardless of whether the
software is tested in development or in the productive
environment. Consequently, testing can precede the
deployment stage because one would expect the
software to pass the same tests in both environments.
However, this does not work with CCS that are
probabilistic in nature or on trained models that are
highly contextualized to their training data sets. This
creates two interrelated problems: First, deploying a
(1) trained and (2) tested CCS in a new environment
will likely lead to entirely different results because the
environment provides different inputs (e.g., consider
deploying the US version of Siri in Germany). Hence,
the development methodology of CCS requires
deployment to happen before testing. Second, because
the CCS functionality arises from complex
probabilistic functions, software engineers have no
way of validating the function using logic.
Consequently, the only way of successfully validating
a CCS is through extensive testing. This is the reason
why self-driving car manufacturers deploy their
autonomous vehicles on the streets to test them, as this
would be the original productive environment; this
also explains why these cars are being tested over
many years and tens of millions of miles. For example,
Waymo recently reached 10 million miles on public
roads in 25 American cities (Krafcik, 2018). However,
because these 25 cities are the “production
environment” of Waymo, their cars cannot be
deployed to new cities or countries and expected to
function with the same reliability, as each new city and
country is idiosyncratic.
These two problems hold implications for how
organizations develop software systems. What appears
is that the development of CCS is (1) risky because it
requires early deployment, and (2) costly because it
requires tremendously expansive testing. Thus, the
circumstances under which the development of CCS is
viable are unclear. Further, it appears that CCS
products can lend themselves to winner-take-all
markets in which the first to produce a viable CCS will
be able to license its software to clients and even
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competitors. Hence, beyond the development of
improved development and testing methods, we see a
specific need for theory that guides managers in their
understanding of when CCS development is risky and
costly and when licensing is more desirable. Thus, we
believe it to be crucial for future CCS research to
address the following research question:
RQ9: What are the economics of CCS development?
Another key opportunity for CCS research is to explore
when humans are willing to rely on CCS. Existing
research has suggested that transparency is an
important factor in users’ willingness to trust in and
rely on systems (Wang & Benbasat, 2016), as users
want to understand why and how a system makes its
recommendations (Komiak & Benbasat, 2008; Wang
& Benbasat, 2007). However, as we have argued, CCS
are, because of their probabilistic nature, inherently
incapable of explaining why they arrive at specific
conclusions. Due to the complex probabilistic
techniques employed, even developers have a difficult
time explaining why a CCS returns a specific result.
Consider, for example, autonomous cars that might
suddenly not recognize a street barrier and hence cause
a fatal accident (Thompson, 2018). With the safety of
humans at risk, there is a continued need for theory that
examines when it is safe for humans to rely on CCS
and how CCS can foster trust in their functionality.
Hence, we suggest that future research address the
following questions:
RQ10: When can humans safely rely on CCS?
RQ11: How can CCS foster humans’ trust?

5.5 Unawareness of Use
The more human-like capabilities of CCS also create a
need for new theories of deception and substitution. In
terms of deception, existing IS research has mostly
explored how criminals can deceive and defraud users
via computer-mediated communication channels or on
e-commerce websites (e.g., Xiao & Benbasat, 2011;
Zhou, Burgoon, & Twitchell, 2004). Previous research
has thus studied how systems (as the medium) aid the
deceptive efforts of humans (the deceiver). With CCS,
systems now have the ability to also take on the role of
the deceiver. For example, a customer service CCS
might imitate a human customer agent so effectively
that customers may not realize that they are interacting
with a CCS. With the uptake of CCS as service agents,
such scenarios will become increasingly common.
There is evidence suggesting that users interact
differently when they are aware that they are
interacting with a CCS versus a human being (e.g.,
Pickard, Roster, & Chen, 2016). Consequently, a need
arises to understand how CCS successfully deceive
humans and when such deceit can be beneficial or
detrimental to user experience and business outcomes.
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Along these lines, we suggest that future research
address the following questions:
RQ12: How can CCS effectively deceive humans?
RQ13: When will it be beneficial for CCS to keep
users unaware of their system use, and when
will it be detrimental?
When CCS can effectively act like human agents, an
opportunity arises to study when CCS could or should
substitute for human agents. Although the topic of
substitution has already attracted much attention in the
popular press (e.g., “Will AI take over jobs?”), it has
received scant scholarly attention. What is needed are
theories that explain which tasks and roles CCS could
and should substitute for to benefit individuals,
organizations, and society at large. While the
substitution of CCS for some tasks would clearly be of
benefit for human individuals (e.g., consider the
individuals tasked with filtering demeaning, violent,
and abusive content from Facebook), CCS are often
seen as a threat to many professions (e.g., self-driving
cars are a threat to taxi drivers). However, widespread
substitution could also create new opportunities for
skilled individuals. For example, Wilson, Daugherty,
& Morini-Bioanzino (2017) suggest that we will see
new jobs devoted to training, explaining, and
sustaining the functionality of CCS. Overall, it remains
poorly understood where substitution is feasible and
where it can have positive or negative effects on
individuals, organizations, and society at large. Thus,
we believe it to be crucial for future CCS research to
address the following research question:
RQ14: What are the effects of substituting humans
with CCS on individuals, organizations and
society?

5.6 Methodological Considerations with
CCS research
Challenging assumptions not only holds implications
for what phenomena can be studied, but also for how
the interactions between users and CCS can be studied.
We now discuss some of the threats to reliability and
internal and external validity that arise from using
updated versions of the challenged assumptions.
CCS Assumption 1 states that the user-system
interaction can be bilateral and that participants may
receive and react to stimuli from systems (e.g., a voice
response from Alexa). We suspect that participants’
responses to system stimuli are especially prone to
suffer from what is called the Hawthorne or observer
effect, which suggests that participants may alter their
behavior based on their knowledge of being observed
(Adair, 1984). The Hawthorne effect might be
particularly prevalent when studying the interaction
between CCS and users, as participants may comply
with CCS requests not because the requests are

persuasive or reasonable, but because they feel
compelled to do so as a participant in an experimental
study. This threatens the external validity of research
findings because the observed effects may not
reproduce in other (nonexperimental) environments.
We thus recommend that future research use methods
that are high in external validity, such as surveys, case
studies, and field experiments (Karahanna et al., 2018).
CCS Assumption 2 states that systems may be aware
of their environment. This is the case because the rich,
natural data that can be processed by CCS may carry
information about environmental factors. For example,
a voice command response can feature background
noises, or a video feed for visual recognition may
contain information about the weather. If not carefully
controlled, these factors may pose threats to internal
validity, as they might influence the responses of CCS
to input streams. A classical parable tells a story of an
algorithm that was trained to differentiate American
tanks from Russian tanks based on the appearance of
the tanks in pictures (see Murphy, 2017). But because
the American tanks in the training data set were
photographed on sunny days and the Russian on
cloudy days, the algorithm started to make predictions
based on brightness rather than on the appearance of
the tanks. This parable thus illustrates that internal
validity may be compromised if that which researchers
thought would lead to predictions (i.e., appearance)
was not the actual driver of the predictions. To cope
with this threat, we recommend that researchers
replicate their research inquiries in varying
environments. If findings replicate to various
environments, it may be reasonable to assume that
environmental factors do not exert substantial effects
on research findings.
CCS Assumption 3 states that system functionality
may not be functionally consistent. If this is the case,
reliability is threatened because the interaction
between the user and the CCS may change over the
course of (1) a research inquiry and, more certainly,
between (2) research inquiries, as the system learns
based on preceding interactions. Consequently, results
obtained from singular cross-sectional and especially
longitudinal research inquiries may suffer from biases
that arise from changing functionality and results may
not be replicable even when using the same system in
the same context with the same participants because of
changes in the system’s functionality. To cope with
this challenge, we suggest that future research should
restrict learning within a single research inquiry and
test and report differences in functionality between
research inquiries.
CCS Assumption 4 states that CCS may not be
functionally transparent. This gives rise to threats to
reliability when studying such systems. Specifically,
threats to reliability arise when system inputs are not
perfectly identical, that is, because inputs through
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naturalistic interfaces (i.e., audio or visual) are rich in
noise. As a consequence, even small deviations
between the same input may result in different results.
For example, a participant may use the same
instruction (e.g., “Show me the time”) with different
accents or tonalities. Many real-world examples of
such reliability issues have recently been circulated.4
Thus, to test interactions between users and CCS, we
suggest that researchers pretest the reliability of the
system with a set of standard responses in a powerful
pilot study with the targeted demographic.
CCS Assumption 5 states that users may not be aware
of their system use. In research settings in which userelated attitudes are queried, instruments that probe
such questions may introduce bias in that they make
participants aware of their use in the first place. It is
not yet understood whether users’ awareness of their
system interactions and, especially, their becoming
aware of such interactions influence their attitudes.
However, we see a potential threat to external validity
in that users might react differently in the real world in
which some users may not be aware of the system use
versus in research conditions in which users are likely
to become aware through the instrumentation process.
Consequently, we recommend that researchers
carefully examine their research instruments so that
they do not influence users’ natural beliefs through, for
example, hints implicit in questions. If this is not
possible, they should make the awareness of system
use an explicit boundary condition of their research.

emergence of CCS, contribute to current practice
through prescient contributions, and do so in a rigorous
manner by carefully considering the methodological
implications of the modified assumptions.

6 Conclusion
As CCS evolve and become an integral part of
everyday life—just as the internet is today, compared
to what it was two decades or even a decade ago—what
will be important avenues for future research? Will it
be another study about yet another construct added to
our extant, often borrowed, theory base, or will it be
unique and fundamental research exploring the novel
user-system interactions enabled by the advent of
CCS? As we have argued, CCS are the result of a
gradual progression toward more human-like
capabilities that break with many extant assumptions
that have guided our research inquiry thus far.
Consequently, many of our concepts, theories, and
even methodologies are limited in their applicability to
CCS research and opportunities for new, original
theorizing arise. This is an excellent opportunity for IS
researchers to make novel, high-impact contributions
that may extend even beyond the field of IS. We have
identified several research avenues that IS can follow
to take advantage of this unique opportunity unfolding
before us.
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Appendix
Literature
IS Research on CCS
We could not find any articles referring to cognitive computing in the Senior Scholars’ Basket of Journals5 when
searching Web of Science in February 2019.

IS Research on Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence
Table A1 shows the results from a database search “Basket of 8” AND (“AI” OR “artificial intelligence” OR
“machine learning” OR “cognitive computing” OR “intelligent agent”) from the past 17 years, conducted on Web of
Science in May 2018.
Table A1. Definitions and Measures of Managerial Actions

5

Study, outlet

Type of study

Phenomenon of interest

Role of AI or ML

Ransbotham,
Fichman, Gopal, &
Gupta (2016), ISR

Special section introduction

How ubiquitous IT makes
people more vulnerable

To motivate new research
streams on algorithmic ethics and
algorithmic bias

Mayer et al. (2014),
ISR

Design science

Dynamic decision-making

To develop an algorithm that aids
decision-making in complex, illstructured contexts

Elkins, Dunbar,
Adame, & Nunamaker
(2013), JMIS

Empirical study:
experiment, n = 178

Credibility assessment systems
(rely on AI)

To test how users feel when
expert systems give contradictory
recommendations

Nunamaker et al.
(2011), JMIS

Empirical studies:
experiment 1 (n = 88),
experiment 2 (n = 202),
field experiment 3 (n = 29)

Value of an automated
interviewing agent for border
control

Interact with human beings and
identify whether they carry a
bomb

Adomavicius et al.
(2009), ISR

Economical study,
simulation

Intelligent agents for auctions

As an agent to place bids in
auction markets

Li et al. (2009), JMIS

Design science

Knowledge evolution

To develop a classification
algorithm that considers
knowledge evolution

Nissen & Segupta
(2006), MISQ

Empirical study, experiment
(n = 84)

Effect of procurement agent on
users’ procurement performance

Recommendation system to
support users

Glezer (2003), JSIS

Design science

Facilitating interorganizational
meetings with software agents

Agent as a broker

Bordetsky & Mark
(2000), ISR

Design science

Facilitating groupware
collaboration with an intelligent
agent

Agent as a broker

March, Hevner, &
Ram (2000), ISR

Research commentary

Research avenues on intelligent
agents

As an agent in place of a human

Gregor & Benbasat
(1999), MISQ

Review article

Explanations of behaviors of
intelligent agents

Intelligent agents as a
technological aid to users

The Basket includes the following eight journals: European Journal of Information Systems, Information Systems Journal,
Information Systems Research, Journal of Association for Information Systems, Journal of Information Technology, Journal of
Management Information Systems, Journal of Strategic Information Systems, MIS Quarterly.
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IS Research on Expert Systems
Table A2. Definitions and Measures of Managerial Actions
Study, outlet

Type of study

Phenomenon of
interest

Theory used

Relevant key insights

McLeod & Jones
(1987), MISQ

Case study

Office automation

Managerial role
model

Utility of automation
depends on the task.

Gill (1995), MISQ

Research commentary

Expert system usage

n/a

Technical success or
economic success don’t
guarantee adoption or use.

Gill (1996), MISQ

Empirical study, survey

Expert system usage

Job design theory

Task (discretion,
complexity, speed, and
quality) and job (identity)
factors positively affect
current usage.

Kopsco et al.
(1988), JMIS

Empirical study,
experiment

Expert’s certainty
factor estimation

n/a

User’s usage of certainty
factors differs from that of
expert systems.

Mookerjee & Dos
Santos (1993), ISR

Design science study

Maximizing expert
system’s value to an
organization

Induction
algorithms

n/a

Nunamaker,
Konsynski, Minder,
Vinze, Chen, &
Heltne (1988), JMIS

Design science study

Design of an
information center
expert system

n/a

Knowledge acquisition is
a key concern for the
successful development of
an expert system.

Paradice &
Courtney (1986),
JMIS

Design science study

Debiasing expert
systems

n/a

Expert systems suffer
from biases of experts.

Paradice &
Courtney (1987),
JMIS

Design science study

Expert systems
supporting
managerial tasks

n/a

Humans arrive at different
conclusions than expert
systems.

Remus &
Kottemann (1986),
MISQ

Future directions

Design of an
artificially
intelligent
statistician to avoid
bias in decision
makers

n/a

Humans are biased and
DSS should thus also
support a decision
concerning which decision
criteria to choose.

Sviokla (1990),
MISQ

Case study

Impact of expert
systems on task
performance

n/a

Task performance
significantly increased:
quicker decisions and
decisions of higher quality
by distributing expertise.
Jobs need to be redesigned
to fit expert system
support.
Organizations might
become overdependent on
a system.

Turban & Watkins
(1986), MISQ

Design science study

Integration of DSS
and expert systems

n/a

Integration is beneficial
because systems need to
not just recommend what
action to take, but also
why. The authors thus
argue that ES and DDS
capabilities are needed.
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